COTTONSMITH

Comfortable cotton fiber USA
Rapid moisture absorption and rapid drying
Pleasant tactile sensations

Cottonsmith with Wicking windows technology

5 advantages of underwear

1. Natural material from high-quality cotton from the American manufacturer for comfortable and comfortable wear.

2. Thanks to the fabric processing technology, the cumulative index (the total moisture evaporation capacity of the OMMC) of the Cottonsmith material is 1400% higher than that of conventional cotton fabric.

Cumulative index (total moisture evaporation capacity of OMMC)
3. At the same moisture level, the aridity index (dryness) of the laundry made from Cottonsmith material is higher by 40% of the conventional coefficient.

4. At the same level of moisture, the index of adhesive strength of the laundry made from Cottonsmith material is higher by 50% of the conventional coefficient.

5. Certification of Cotton Council International (CCI) and Cotton Incorporated (CI).

The rights to use the Cotton USA logo and Wicking windows are owned by Cotton Incorporated (CI).

Acquaintance with the company’s developments
To achieve the optimum result, we have assembled an excellent team, which includes the best designers of underwear and experts in the field of innovative fiber developments. The main goal was to move away from the traditional concept of making underwear, combining quality material and beautiful design in this product. In this case, we used a special design with a black logo.

COTTONSMITH
Technology of rapid moisture absorption and rapid drying
Technology Wicking windows
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